
Settings to use

The settings used are identical for those given 
for cityscapes night on in the previous section. 

There is slightly more light and so handholding 
is slightly more feasible, especially just after 
sunset. The lighting on the building may be 
slightly less evident to the eye than when 
shooting after dark but they still will capture 
well and can stand out better than when shot 
after dark.

The blue hour is the time after the sun has set but 
when it is not yet dark and the sky gradually goes a 
deep blue colour as the lights are starting to show up. 
This time often produces better night images than 
after dark. 

The blue colour can disappear quite quickly and may 
not be evident on a cloudy evening. An advantage 
of shooting at this time is that the subjects retain 
their outline against the sky. If the sunset has been 
colourful the sky may be orange rather than blue for 
a short while.

This effect only last for a short time so you need 
to be set and ready to shoot. You can extend the 
time a bit as the colour appears first looking east 
and then spreads to the west. How early you can 
start shooting after sunset will depend on the 
evening, the brightness of the building lighting and 
sometimes how early the lights come on.

Things to consider

Sunset time
What time the sun actually sets. This effect starts 
immediately after the sun drops below the horizon.
How early you can shoot depends on a lot of things 
so I plan to be in the right place at the latest for 
sunset, and generally just before in case there is a 
chance of any good sunset images.

Best type of subject
You need to select subjects that have a dramatic 
outline which is against the sky. This is going to be 
mostly tall subjects. For historic buildings they will 
be lit on the outside, whilst modern building rely on 
the lights from inside. This does make the times of 
shooting quite tricky as if it does not get dark until 
quite late many of the lights in office blocks will 
have been turned off.

Know what direction you are facing
The colour starts first in the east and then spreads 
to the west, so the length of time to shoot can be 
extended if you can shoot in different directions. 

If to shoot your subject you are facing  north or 
south, they sky can be uneven as it gets dark first in 
the east and gradually spreads to the west.

It is easy to check the orientation of you subject by 
looking at it on Google maps, where north is always 
at the top of the map.
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London. EOS 1D Mark II fitted with EF 28-70mm f2.8L USM at 
28mm. 1.3 seconds f9 ISO 100.

Blue hour (start of shooting time)

After dark
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Enhancing the colour
This is an area of photography where you need to 
understand a little about how the white balance settings 
tend to neutralise the colours, especially if there is some 
cloud and so the blue effect can become lost. 

AWB-W or Tungsten can be used to enhance the 
blue in the sky as shown below. The K setting, on 
the cameras that feature it, can be used between 
3500K and 2500K and can also give pleasing results. 
Working on a tripod works well as you can then use 
the Live View system to preview the image and see 
what colours you are getting and adjust it to get 
what you want.

Modern building work best at this time
If shooting modern cityscapes with tall glass buildings 
then they stand out best against the blue rather than 
after dark. The image above shows the difference 
between modern buildings lit from inside and 
traditional building floodlit from outside very well.

If working fast try AEB to bracket shots
Just as when shooting after dark the exposures 
can be a little erratic, generally the cameras have 
a tendency to over expose the scene. AEB set to 
1 stop can produce a selection of shots to choose 
from, plus HDR merge can be performed later. HDR 
techniques are very popular when shooting this 
type of shot. See next page for examples.

Think about the lenses you are using
A lot of my shots are taken with wide angle lenses, 
this will get a lot of sky into the image and allows 
me to capture a wider area in the image. However, 
sometimes shooting with a standard or short 

telephoto lens will fill the frame better and allow 
you to see more of the detail in the image, though 
be careful of going too long as it is easy to cut out 
most of the sky which in this instance will cut out 
most of the effect that you are trying to produce.

Working by water
A lot of my evening and night shots are taken by 
water. This is so that the water reflects the lights in 
it and gives a more interesting foreground to the 
image.  Also most major cities are located on large 
rivers and some of the main buildings will front 
those rivers.

Weather choices
These images are best taken on a clear night with 
as little cloud as possible, though you can get 
reasonable results on a night with some cloud cover, 
though the images bottom left shows the difference 
that cloud can make to the depth of the blue that 
you can get.
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London. EOS 400D fitted with EF-S 18-55mm f3.5-5.6 at 35mm. 
8 seconds f8 ISO 100.

London. EOS 400D fitted with EF-S 18-55mm f3.5-5.6 at 28mm. 
8 seconds f14 ISO 100.

Newcastle. EOS 10D fitted with EF 14mm f32.8L USM at 14mm. 
4 seconds f4 ISO 100.

AWB Tungsten
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Try HDR techniques

The light can be very high contrast and make it 
difficult to get the light and sky both correct. The 
extended exposure range offered by HDR can 
significantly improve this type of image. When 
shooting HDR it is important to get the original 
shot as correct as possible as that is used for the 
main exposure of the final shot.

Without HDR With HDR
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London. EOS 80D fitted with EF-S 18-135mm 
f3.5-5.6 IS STM at 35mm. 6 seconds f18 ISO 100.

Controlling contrast
One option for controlling the contrast that inevitably occurs 
in these scenes is to use HDR techniques. These can be shot 
in-camera, or the images shot using the AEB or Auto Exposure 
Bracketing and then merged in software later. The in-camera 
HDR actually has a very good auto align option that allows hand 
held shooting.

The alternative is to modify the contrast within the Picture Style, 
I often find that taking the contrast down to -1 or -2 gives a far 
more usable image with shadows that are much less heavy. 

Wet nights
You may think that a wet day would be a disaster for any type 
of night photography, however, it is rains heavily and then leaves 
off, the pavements will be wet and this will reflect the lights. If 
shooting away from water this can be a good way of getting into 
the foreground of the image.

Alternative skies
Although here we are talking about the time when the sky goes 
blue, if there is a very colourful sunset you may well find that the 

London. EOS 80D fitted with EF-S 18-135mm f3.5-5.6 IS STM at 
62mm. 4 seconds f18 ISO 100.

sky has a good orange after glow before it starts to 
turn blue. 

You also sometimes get shades of red, pink or mauve 
showing up, which can also be changed using the 
white balance controls. The two top images on this 
page were both taken on the same evening as the 
colours slowly changed.
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It’s simply superb, clear, logical, excellent guidance 
and the recipes work. Thank you. The guidance 
is making a world of difference to my photography 
and my 5D Mk4 has come alive. Derek Webb

“

“

Get More Recipes  
for your photography

How To Shoot

with your Canon EOS
almost anything

By Nina Bailey

2nd edition

This recipe is just one of nearly 60 that 
Canon tutor Nina Bailey has created so 

you can improve your EOS photography

Get more recipes with the full 332-page 
eBook, available for instant download. 

The How to Shoot eBook includes:
• Recipes for 50+ different subjects
• Key camera features that you should be 
using to improve your photography
• Tailored instruction for both mirrorless and 
DSLR users
• Nina’s 30 years of experience using Canon 
cameras, all condensed into the one guide

Settings to use

ISO| 400-1600 for most subjects

Aperture| f5.6-f16 depending on the required 
depth-of-field

Shutter speed| for handholding

Metering| Evaluative

Drive| Single shooting mode

Picture Style| Standard, Fine detail or 
Landscape

Exposure overrides| not normally needed 
unless shooting very light or dark flowers

Focusing mode| One Shot AF, focus lock will 
often be needed to allow camera to focus 
on right part of flower, camera needs some 
texture or detail to focus

Focusing area| Single AF point

White balance| AWB or Daylight preset 
normally works best

Other| Telephoto zooms often produce better 
backgrounds

Close up photography allows us to capture great 
images of flowers, insects and other smaller subjects. 

It is an area of photography that can be shot 
successfully with the standard kit lenses that we all 
have, though a longer telephoto lens can often give 
better results and better working distances. 

It is a good type of photography for the summer 
months when the gardens are in full bloom but 
when the warmer weather can bring hazy conditions 
that is less suited to landscape photography, though 
spring also has an abundance of subjects to shoot.

It is important to realise that you do not need any 
specialist type of equipment for this type of image, 
the lenses you already own will all do a great job. 
Macro lenses are only needed when shooting at 
higher magnification between 1:1 (life size) and 1:2 
half life size).

Things to consider

Find good specimens
You need a flower or group of flowers that is in good 
condition as you will be getting so close any damage 
on the subject will show up.

Think about the lighting 
You need reasonable light to shoot in, though a 
slightly hazy or light overcast day can work well 
providing the ISO is taken up to account for the 
lower light levels. If the plant is in side or back-
lighting it can work but will give a different look to 
the plant compared to when it is front lit.

Think about the background
Shooting with longer lenses make it easier to blur 
the background, but the subject needs to have a 
reasonable distance between it and the background 
to enable the blur. In the example above left the 
leaves made a pleasing surround to the flower but 
they were too close to blur significantly, however the 
leaves in the background which were further away 
have gone pleasantly blurred as the result of the fairly 
wide aperture used and the focal length of the lens.

Avoid shooting on windy days
This is an area of photography that you need calm 
conditions to shoot. On a windy day the flowers 
will be blowing about and even if you use a shutter 
speed to freeze the movement, as the focusing 
is critical when we are shooting this close up the 
flowers will often be blurred due to having moved 
after the focusing was locked.

Close ups
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Rhododendron. EOS-1D Mark II fitted with EF 70-200mm f4L 
USM at 140mm. 1/250 second f5.6 ISO 400.
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Settings to use

ISO| 100-400 allows the longer shutter speeds 
to be obtained

Aperture| f8 - f11 though occasionally you 
may have to go as narrow as f16 or f22 to get 
the shutter speeds you want to use in bright 
light

Shutter speed| 1/30 - 1/250 second depending 
on subject and your ability

Metering| Evaluative

Drive| Continuous drive

Picture Style| Standard, Fine Detail or 
Landscape

Exposure overrides| exposure compensation 
may be needed depending on subject or 
manual exposure can be used if light consistent

Focusing mode| AI Servo AF

Focusing area| Zone AF, Expand AF, Large 
zone AF or Auto select

White balance| AWB most subjects

Other| Image stabiliser set to mode 2

Although we pan with most action subjects, panning 
can also refer to shooting subjects at a much slower 
shutter speed than normal to give a background 
with a blurring effect yet still get at least part of the 
subject sharp. 

This is a technique where the success rate is very 
low and  the technique needs practice to master, 
though the actual set-up of the camera is much the 
same as for shooting normal action images.

If you want to shoot this type of photography 
invest in a lens with a good image stabilisation (IS) 
system, one that offers a 4 stop benefit or correction 
is about right. This allows the slight up-and-down 
movements you make when following a subject 
to be “ironed out” and therefore it is much easier 
to get good panning shots at much lower shutter 
speeds than would have been possible a number of 
years ago. When using an IS lens make sure it is set 
to Mode 2 as this is right for when panning images.

Things to consider

Think about where you are going to shoot
You ideally need the subject as  parallel as possible to 
the camera, you also need a good long straight area to 
start panning and match the speed of the subject as 
it goes past. The shot top left was difficult as I could 
not get as far away as I would have liked and so it was 
difficult to follow the cyclist. Also high speed subjects 
are easier to get good panning shots with.

How suitable is the subject for panning
Not all subjects work well due to the movement or 
path of the subject. You need a subject where most 
of it is static within the frame but it is going past, so 
a racing car is ideal as the main body of the car stays 
at a consistent height and position. 

With something such as a horse or a cyclist different 
parts of the subject are moving at different speeds 
and so this can give very unpredictable results. 

Someone running will vary in height and make a 
subject that will be difficult to get any part of the 
main subjects sharp.

Take lots
Take lots as the success  rate is very low, especially 
when learning and this will give you lots of shots to 
choose  from. 

As you get better the success rate will go up, however 
there will still be a high percentage of shots that are 
not as sharp as is ideal.

Panning action
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Tour of Cambridge. EOS 5D Mark IV fitted with EF 24-105mm 
f4L IS USM at 24mm. 1/250 second f22 ISO 800.
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